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Abstract

Of late there has been a significant amount of work on us-
ing sources of text data from the Web (such as Twitter or
Google Trends) to predict financial and economic variables
of interest. Much of this work has relied on some form
or other of superficial sentiment analysis to represent the
text. In this work we present a novel approach to predict-
ing economic variables using sentiment composition over
text streams of Web data. We treat each text stream as a
separate sentiment source with its own predictive distribu-
tion. We then use a Bayesian classifier combination model
to combine the separate predictions into a single optimal
prediction for the Nonfarm Payroll index, a primary eco-
nomic indicator. Our results show that we can achieve high
predictive accuracy using sentiment over big text streams.

Keywords: economic prediction, data streams,
Bayesian classifier combination, text sentiment.

1 Introduction

There is a vast amount of text data available on the Inter-
net from a huge number of distinct online sources and the
rate of its output is increasing daily. Currently there is sig-
nificant interest in both industrial and academic research
that aims to utilize such Big Data provided by the WWW
to make predictions and gain insights into various aspects
of daily life. Structured extraction of and learning from
these online sources is a useful and challenging problem
that spans the natural language processing, information ex-
traction, and machine learning communities.

In this work we forecast the trend of the United States
Nonfarm Payrolls (NFP), a monthly economic index that
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measures employment growth (decay) and is considered
an important indicator of the welfare of the U.S. economy.1

The NFP index is part of the Current Employment Statis-
tics Survey, a comprehensive report released by the United
States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
on the state of the national labor market. Released on the
first Friday of each month, the index is given as the change
in the number of (nonfarm) employment compared to the
prior month. Beyond indicating the current state of the
economy, the NFP is an index that “moves the market”
upon its release with the market reacting positively to a
increase in the index and negatively to a decline [1]. Obvi-
ously it is of interest to anyone with a stake in the market,
such as banks, hedge funds, prop traders, etc., to try and
make an accurate and timely prediction of its direction. As
such, as the NFP release date nears, there is a significant
amount of speculation in the business news media attempt-
ing to forecast its trend and value.

We show that such a prediction is possible just using
text data from the WWW. We present a novel extraction
and machine learning framework to access and combine
the sentiment of multiple streams of text about the econ-
omy and employment from disparate online sources.

Our results show that using sentiment at the sentence
level captures the information present in text more accu-
rately than ignoring sentence-specific context. Using infor-
mation from the sentiment composition algorithm as input
to our predictive model demonstrates there is a high-level
of predictive information implicit in the text. We show how
to fully exploit the predictive information from individual
stream predictions by using an Independent Bayesian Clas-
sifier Combination (IBCC) model and obtain high accu-
racy in our predictive task. We believe using sentiment

1http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/
PAYNSA?cid=32305
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features from multiple streams of online text data to learn
predictions is an original contribution to the community
and presents a number of challenges to solve. We begin by
detailing prior work in this area.

2 Prior Work

In this section we review the relevant prior work that uses
sentiment for prediction of a financial nature.

Utilizing the information implicit in market news and
opinion to predict the direction of the economy is of ob-
vious interest to many people. As such there is a large
literature on using text from various online sources for
prediction of economic indexes and stock market trends
(see [2, 3, 4] for instance). In general the methodology
of these papers is to obtain natural language text from the
Web, such as news stories, message board data, Twitter
feeds, etc., and to use language specific features, often sen-
timent based, to train a classification algorithm to predict
the future direction or value of the index/market. Learning
algorithms range from simple two-class Naive Bayes and
Support Vector Machines to more sophisticated algorithms
with varying results and claims.

An overview and comparison of a number of such pre-
dictive systems tailored specifically to the stock market
is given in [5] and [6]. Some of the reported work de-
scribes trading strategies based on system predictions that
perform well beyond market expectations. However, the
authors suggest the systems they review suffer from a lack
of proper testing and unrealistic market expectations. As
well, most of the systems reviewed in these summaries use
a “bag-of-words” model to compute the features for the
document-level classification. The authors argue this ap-
proach is too general and prediction accuracy is impacted
due to the loss of context within documents.

Current work has focussed on the use of big textual data
to predict economic and market trends (see [7], [8], [9]).
An example of note is [10]. Here the authors regressed
from multidimensional sentiment and mood labels (i.e.,
“Calm”, “Happy”) obtained from a stream of Tweets to
the market and found some weak correlation with a single
dimension of sentiment. While this research generated a
significant buzz in the media and financial sectors its ap-
plication to real-world trading remains unclear.

Other interesting work using text features for various
predictions include the work described in the overview
from [11] and [12]. Here a group of “text-driven forecast-
ing” models are described that are used to predict phenom-
ena ranging from the volatility of yearly returns from finan-
cial reports, box office revenues from film critics’ reviews,
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Figure 1: Framework for prediction. We aggregate inde-
pendent predictions from multiple text streams from the
WWW into a single combined trend prediction using a
Bayesian combination framework.

and menu prices from the sentiment of customer restaurant
reviews. Most recently [13] used Google Trends to find
more significant correlations with changes in volumes of
search queries of particular financial terms and the lagged
market trend.

3 Streaming Prediction Framework

Our goal is to efficiently use the big text data freely avail-
able on the WWW to make predictions of economic vari-
ables of interest. However, for any domain there is an over-
whelming amount of text available from any number of
sources. A simplifying conceptual approach for making
sense of the abundance of Web data is to treat each online
source of data as a separate data stream. Each stream has
its own underlying distribution and throughput, the rate at
which the source produces text, and hence its own indepen-
dent level of predictive accuracy. If we treat each stream
as a classifier in its own right we can make use of ensem-
ble methods to combine the independent predictions into a
single best prediction. In this section we describe a frame-
work for text stream extraction and optimal aggregate pre-
diction using IBCC from independent “weak” classifiers
built from multiple text streams.
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As Figure 1 depicts our framework for stream-based
prediction is divided into three parts:

1. Extracting the relevant text streams from the Web in
a structured and efficient manner.

2. Training an ensemble of base classifiers – one for
each text stream – using stream-specific features.

3. Aggregate multiple, stream-specific classifications
into a single prediction.

Below we detail further each part of this framework.

3.1 Structured Stream Extraction

Since we aim to predict the trend of the economic index,
the NFP, we want to find streams that contain useful infor-
mation for predicting the economy. An immediate ques-
tion we must answer is how to find and extract only the
data relevant to the predictive task at hand from the mas-
sive amount of text available online. Consider that even
within a stream from a single source there may be data
that pertains to an arbitrary number of domains. For ex-
ample, a stream of text from a website that broadcast news
in real-time will contain stories ranging from the economy
to celebrity surgery and everything in-between. We may
want to use the pertinent articles on the economy from
such a source but indiscriminate collection of the stream
will mean most of the text we collect will be irrelevant to
our predictive task.

Hence we use a mechanism based on Oxpath, a query
language for web data extraction that enables the automa-
tion of user-driven queries of a given source and then struc-
tured retrieval of the returned data [14]. For instance, sup-
pose we aim to collect articles pertaining to the NFP from
the online archives of various newspapers and magazines.
Using Oxpath we can set up an automated process to pe-
riodically query multiple sources for particular terms over
specific dates, daily for instance, and save the data returned
as structured entries into a local repository. This enables us
to capture details present on a web page such as the author,
title, date, etc., of an article. This means we do not have
to download, process, and classify raw HTML pages – a
tedious and error prone process. Instead we have direct
structured access to the desired content of a text stream.

3.2 Text Features for Base Classifiers

Once we have access to the pertinent data from a particular
data source we need to train a predictive model specific to
that text stream to forecast the NFP, our dependent vari-
able. Here any of the standard machine learning models

in the literature are viable. For example, since we are pre-
dicting the directional trend of an economic index we use
simple binary logistic regression models where a class of
1 means “up” and 0 means “down”. However, to use any
predictive models we first must derive features from the
text to use as training data to our classifier.

Here we try something simple but new. First we use
sentiment composition to score individual sentences with
a distribution over positive, negative, or neutral sentiment
[15]. Afterwards we combine these sentence-level senti-
ment features in some informative way as input into our
training algorithms. We find that using the sentiment over
each sentence provides a deeper level of context than a
bag-of-words model allows so we get a better represen-
tation of the text. More details of how we extract and use
text features via a sentiment composition model are given
in Section 4. In Section 6 we report experiments on various
approaches for combining the sentiment distribution from
individual sentences as input features for model training.
Next we describe how we combine these stream-specific
predictions into a single best prediction.

3.3 Binary IBCC Model

Due to the differences in their underlying distributions,
each of the individual text stream’s predictive accuracies
may very enormously in reliability. Classifier combina-
tion methods are well suited to situations such as these and
serve to make best use of the outputs of an ensemble of
imperfect base classifiers to enable higher accuracy classi-
fications. Using a Bayesian approach to classifier combi-
nation provides a principled mathematical framework for
aggregation where poor predictors can be mitigated and
in which multiple text streams, with very different distri-
butions and training features, can be combined to provide
complementary information [16]. Here we describe a bi-
nary variation of the multiclass IBCC model of [17]. 2

We want to predict the trend of the NFP over some num-
ber of months, or more generally epochs, indexed from i ∈
{1, . . . , N}. We assume the trend T of the NFP is gener-
ated from an underlying binomial distribution with param-
eters κ. Each epoch has a value ti ∈ {0, 1} where the ith
epoch has a label ti = 0 if the NFP index decreased from
the prior epoch and ti = 1 if it increased. The prior proba-
bilities of the trends ti are given by κ : p(ti = j|κ) = κj ,
where j iterates over the class labels {0, 1}.

We denote the number of base classifiers, or text
streams, as K. Each text stream’s base classifier k ∈
{1, . . . ,K} produces a real-valued output matrix Ck of

2The full model for an arbitrary number of classes ≥ 2 is described
in [17].
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Figure 2: Graphical model for IBCC. The arrows indicate
dependencies while the shaded node represents observed
variables, the square nodes are hyper-parameters. All other
variables must be inferred. Here the predictions cki of each
base classifier k are generated dependent on the confusion
matrices πk and the true label ti.

size N × j. The output vector ĉki ∈ [0, 1] for epoch i de-
notes the probabilities given by classifier k of assigning a
discrete trend label cki ∈ {0, 1}. The jth element of the
trend label, ckij = 1, while all other elements are zero, in-
dicates that classifier k has assigned label j to epoch i.
We assume the vector cki is drawn from a binomial dis-
tribution dependent on the true label ti, with probabilities
πk
j = p(cki |ti = j,πk

j ). Both parameters πk and κ have
Beta-distributed priors.

The joint distribution over all variables for the binary
IBCC model is

p(κ,Π,T ,C|A,ν) =
N∏
i=1

{κti
K∏
k=1

πk
ti · c

k
i }p(κ|ν)p(Π|A) (1)

where Π = {πk
j |j ∈ {1, 0}, k = 1 . . .K} denotes all

base classifier probabilities, A = {αk
j |j ∈ {1, 0}, k =

1 . . .K} the corresponding set of hyper-parameters, and
ν = [ν0, ν1] are the hyper-parameters for κ. A graphical
model of IBCC is shown in Figure 2.

The probability of a test point ti at epoch i being as-
signed class j is given by

p(ti = j) =
ρij∑J
y=1 ρiy

(2)

where

ρij = κj ∗
K∏
k=1

(πk
j · cki ) (3)

which accounts for the probability of the class κj weighted
by the combined prediction probabilities πk

j of each
stream’s independent predictions cki .

A key feature of IBCC is that each base classifier k is
modelled by πk, which intuitively represents a confusion
matrix that quantifies the decision-making abilities of the
individual base classifier k. The goal of inference for the
model is to optimise the distributions over the unknown
variables T , Π, and κ such that the probability of ti for
each epoch i is maximized for epochs with true increases
in the NFP and minimised for epochs i where the NFP de-
creased. In [17] this approach has been shown to outper-
form a number of baseline combination methods for clas-
sification tasks.

4 Sentiment Composition

The majority approach towards the task of sentiment anal-
ysis is to treat it as a supervised classification task. Given
a corpus of data which is annotated to reflect sentiment
polarity you train a statistical classifier on this data, typi-
cally using word n-grams as features. These classifiers will
usually give good results, and has the advantage of being
language-independent in the sense that all one needs to do
to move to a new language is to find a sufficiently large
annotated corpus.

The disadvantage of such approaches is that they typi-
cally fail to deal well with classification at a level below
that of a whole document, such as sentences or entities.
They also - unless specific examples happen to fall within
the n-gram range used - fail to deal with the compositional
aspects of sentiment described in [18, 15, 19], where, for
example, the fact that ‘unemployment’ in general is judged
as a negative word, whereas ‘lower unemployment’ is gen-
erally a positive attribute, but ‘failed to lower unemploy-
ment’ is again negative. Another good example is the word
‘clever’ which in isolation is positive, but ‘too clever’ is
negative, whereas, unpredictably, ‘not too clever’ is again
negative.

Various approaches have been advocated to deal with
these surprisingly frequent phenomena, a very recent ex-
ample being [20]. However, we use the language-specific
compositional techniques described in [15] and available
to us via a commercial API supplied by TheySay Analytics
Ltd (www.theysay.io). 3 This system carries out part-
of-speech tagging followed by chunking and dependency
parsing, and uses the resulting syntactic analysis to apply
a large set of recursive compositional sentiment polarity

3All data used in this work (including the raw news text as well as its
sentiment analysis results) are freely available by emailing the authors.
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Positive Sentiment Example

"The Governor noted that despite jobs being down, there was a surprising bright spot: construction 
added 1,900 jobs in November - its largest gain in 22 months." 

positive: 0.925     negative: 0.0     neutral: 0.075     confidence: 0.69

Negative Sentiment Example

"When I drive down the main street of my little Kansas City suburb I see several dark empty 
storefronts that didn't used to be that way."

positive: 0.0     negative: 0.973     neutral: 0.027     confidence: 0.67

Mixed Sentiment Example

"We continue to far better than the nation - our rate has been at or below the national rate for 82 out 
of the past 83 months - but we must also recognize that there were 10,2000 job lost at the same 
time."

positive: 0.372     negative: 0.591     neutral: 0.037     confidence: 0.73

Figure 3: Examples of sentences with different sentiment distributions accounting for the positive, negative, and neutral
dimensions of a sentence.

TRAINING TESTING

SOURCE SENTENCES WORDS SENTENCES WORDS

ASSOCIATED PRESS 46K 385K 8K 53K
DOW JONES 182K 2.45M 54K 630K
REUTERS 122K 1.28M 47K 427K
MARKET NEWS INTL. 304K 2.22M 81K 583K
WALL STREET JOURNAL 61K 660K 15K 150K

Table 1: Example source-specific statistics for words and sentences contained in six of the text streams.

rules to assign sentiment scores to each relevant linguistic
unit.

We chose to use a compositional approach because it
gives us control over the granularity at which we get senti-
ment distributions, at any linguistic level from morphemes
up to a whole document, and because the results of anal-
ysis for particular examples are transparent and open to
justification or challenge, a valuable property if we want
to fine-tune the system to a particular domain or to jus-
tify its findings in the context of an application. In this
particular setting we have begun with sentence level sen-
timent scores. Figure 3 shows some example results re-
turned from the sentiment composition model.

At the sentence level, sentiment is expressed in terms
of a three-dimensional distribution over positive, negative,
and neutral sentiment probabilities with an additional con-
fidence score. The sentiment scores derived from the com-
positional analysis reflect the scope and intensity of the
sentiment assigned, normalised to behave like a true prob-
ability. The associated confidence score is derived from

properties of the linguistic analysis and reflects the model’s
belief that the underlying syntactic analysis (and corre-
sponding sentiment assignment) is correct.

More specifically, the model’s confidence scores re-
flect possibilities for errors in the analysis rather than
conventional probability estimations against training data,
and are calculated from various compositional and non-
compositional complexity indicators. For example, a long
sentence which has (i) a large number of positive and neg-
ative sentiment carriers, (ii) many sentiment reversal op-
erators, and (iii) many three- or two-way ambiguous sen-
timent carriers necessarily requires a greater number of
more complex sentiment composition steps to be executed
compared to a short three-word sentence. Since each com-
position step can potentially yield an incorrect or unex-
pected sentiment prediction, the overall confidence of the
compositional model can be estimated on the basis of the
possibilities for errors in the analysis.
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BASELINE AUC

ALWAYS UP 0.50
BACK RETURNS 0.54

BAG OF WORDS SENTIMENT 0.61

Table 2: Baseline results for predicting the (subsampled)
NFP index.

5 Data

In this section we briefly describe the text data we col-
lected to test our streaming prediction framework. Our
tests spanned the NFP index monthly from January, 2000
through December, 2012. We ran pointed queries against a
large news database 4 and collected archived test data from
nearly 700 distinct online text sources such as the Asso-
ciated Press, Dow Jones, Wall Street Journal, etc.. Alto-
gether we collected over 6.6 million sentences of raw text
from the streams. Statistics of some of the data streams is
given in Table 1. 5

After we collected the text data we processed the sen-
tences for individual sentiment analysis using the model
in Section 4 so each sentence is represented as a distribu-
tion over three dimensions of sentiment: positive, nega-
tive, and neutral. It remains to be seen how to use to the
per-sentence sentiment distributions so they correlate with
the trends of the NFP and economy. In the next section we
report on our experiments for prediction using these senti-
ment dimensions as features.

6 Experiments

In this section we describe the experiments and results for
predicting the NFP. Here we use the streaming framework
and IBCC model described in Section 3 along with the
sentiment composition model outlined in Section 4 and the
features explored above.

4http://www.dowjones.com/factiva/index.asp
5The text streams were collected using two queries against the Fac-

tiva database: ”nonfarm payroll near20 (employ)” and ”nonfarm pay-
roll near20 (predictORforecast)”. The first query searched for docu-
ments with any word having the stem word ”employ” (”employment”,
”unemployment”, ”employed”, etc.) within 20 words before or after the
NFP term. Similarly, the second search term searches for words with
the stem ”predict” or ”forecast” and occur within 20 words of the term
”nonfarm payroll”.

6.1 Experiment Setup

Our experimental setup is straightforward. As described
in Section 5 we collected data over a timeline of 13 years
from 2000-2013 which contained 156 monthly epochs. We
used the last 24 epochs as test points and the rest of the
epochs in the timeline as training points. However, as
the economy normally tends to grow outwith periods of
recession, as previously discussed, there is an over rep-
resentation of 109(70%) positive cases compared to only
47(30%) negative instances in the NFP index since 2000.
To ascertain whether our approach is valid for learning
good predictions rather than just optimising for the over-
represented class we subsampled randomly from the posi-
tive class to obtain a balanced training set with equal class
representation.

6.2 Sentiment Features and Results

For each text source we learnt a base classifier indepen-
dently and used rolling predictions so the text associated
with a test point became part of the training data for the
next test epoch. These models were then used as base
inputs for IBCC. Note that the stream-specific classifiers
need not give good individual prediction results as long as
each contain useful information. In fact base classifiers
with very poor accuracy may be useful as IBCC can ac-
count for negative results so long as there is consistent in-
formation encoded in the probabilities.

In this section we report on results predicting the NFP
using various baseline measures as well as the outcome of
the individual text stream classifications. Finally we re-
port results using the IBCC model to aggregate multiple
predictions into a single optimal prediction. We measure
our results using the standard metric Area Under the Re-
ceiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC). The AUC is
the probability of ranking a positive example higher than
a negative example and takes into account both true and
false positive predictions [21].

Table 2 reports some baseline measures of prediction
standard for the NFP. Always Up is just as it sounds and
always predicts the NFP as rising with a probability of 1.
We also used the industry standard of Back Returns and
predict each epoch will follow the trend of the last. Both
of these achieve an AUC around 0.5 which is as expected
since subsampling makes the class likelihood equal.

Our final baseline shows the results of processing the
text streams using features from the standard, bag-of-
words approach to sentiment classification. To do this we
trained a support vector machine (SVM) classifier using
the n-grams from training examples from standard gold la-
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1-DIMENSION 2-DIMENSION

SOURCE AVERAGES AVERAGES TRENDS

ASSOCIATED PRESS* 0.59 0.69 0.37
DOW JONES 0.45 0.44 0.25

REUTERS NEWS 0.50 0.46 0.36
MARKET NEWS INTL.* 0.66 0.70 0.23

OTHER SOURCES* 0.58 0.63 0.63
WALL STREET JOURNAL 0.44 0.63 0.53

IBCC 0.67 0.81 0.85

Table 3: Stream-specific and combined results for predicting the NFP index. We get better prediction accuracy using
multiple sources (starred) with IBCC. Using these starred sources resulted in the overall best predictions from all the
stream combinations we tested.

belled data sets such as the MPQA Opinion Corpus, Sen-
seval 2007, and others [22, 23]. The best individual text
stream result using the SVM classifier was an AUC of 0.61
which is better than the other baselines. Interestingly the
IBCC model was unable to improve upon this result. This
seems to indicate that there is little diversity in the per-
stream predictive distributions when ignoring context for
sentiment classification.

To address this we tested using the context heavy fea-
tures obtained from the sentiment composition model for
forecasting the NFP. Our general approach is to aggre-
gate the sentence-specific sentiment distributions in some
way over all sentences in an epoch to use as feature input
into a simple logistic regression classifier models. We first
compare the sentiment composition model with the bag-
of-words baseline and correlate the percentage of positive
versus negative sentences within an epoch to the NFP’s
up/down trend. To do this we assigned a single discrete la-
bel to each sentence, either ”positive”, ”negative” or ”neu-
tral”, by selecting the sentiment dimension with the highest
value in its distribution.

The results for using only a single sentiment feature per
sentiment text stream prediction with sentiment are shown
in the first results column of Table 3. For completeness we
show the results for the individual stream results as well as
the results using the IBCC model. Using this simple ap-
proach of a single feature per sentence and correlating the
maximum sentiment per epoch with the NFP trend beats
the baseline results by a margin. We see that using the sen-
timent composition model gives better results than using
the bag-of-words classifier due to the context of each sen-
tence being accounted for. Still here, however, the IBCC
model is unable to improve much upon the best base clas-
sifier’s results.

The results for using only a single sentiment feature per

sentence are shown in the first results column of Table 3.
For completeness we show each individual, uncombined
stream result. Using the IBCC model, we also tested nu-
merous combinations of the various text sources. In Table
3, using the starred sources resulted in the best accuracy
obtained for all combinations tested. We only report on
our most accurate IBCC result here due to space limita-
tions. Using the simple approach of a single sentiment fea-
ture per sentence and correlating the majority sentiment
dimension per epoch with the trend of the NFP beats the
baseline results by a margin. We see that using the senti-
ment composition model gives better results than using the
bag-of-words classifier due to the context of each sentence
being accounted for. Still here, however, the IBCC model
is unable to improve much upon the best base classifiers
results.

We then accounted for multiple dimensions of the per-
sentence sentiment distributions. For each sentence, we
treated the probability scores for each dimension of the
sentiment, positive or negative, as a count which we sum
over for each epoch. We then use the sum totals as fea-
ture input into a logistic classifier. For example, the sec-
ond results column in Table 3 shows the results when we
use the percentages of word-weighted positive versus neg-
ative sentiment for each epoch for NFP trend prediction.
Clearly this approach has better accuracy than using a sin-
gle dimension of sentiment per sentence when used in con-
junction with the IBCC model.

The third results column of Table 3 shows another ap-
proach using all the dimensions of sentiment available but
using the differences in the counts between epochs as fea-
tures. The idea behind this approach is intuitive and as-
sumes the trends of sentiment implicit in the text should
correlate with the trends of the economy. A raised level of
negativity in the news media compared to normal would
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Figure 4: Sentiment and baseline prediction results for the
NFP.

reflect a period of economic difficulty and vice versa for
positive sentiment in the news. We can see this approach
achieves a good measure of correlation between the text
sentiment and the trends of the NFP.

From Table 3 it is clear not all sources give improvement
over the baseline results individually. However, as the final
line of Table 3 shows, we can achieve significantly higher
accuracies than the baselines or from any single source us-
ing a combination of streams within the IBCC framework
provided there is useful, complementary information from
each source. Note again, we tested many combinations of
the text streams as weak inputs into IBCC. We found our
predictive results varied widely depending on which text
sources were used. Here we only report the results using
the stream combination that resulted in the highest predic-
tion accuracy.

Figure 4 depicts the AUC differences between the base-
lines and our final IBCC results. Clearly we are learning
something of interest using our streaming framework and
associated combination model. This improvement gained
by combining text streams is not surprising given previ-
ous work on ensemble methods and classifier combina-
tion. Where base classifiers provide complementary in-
formation or have uncorrelated random errors, a combina-
tion can reduce errors. Therefore, we believe the improve-
ment when using IBCC is not due to including any single
strong base classifier, but due to using a combination of
text streams.

7 Conclusion

Using news streams and other text sources to make eco-
nomic predictions is an area that has generated significant
interest in the last decade. Our results show clearly there is
predictive information within economic news that we can
access via selecting intuitive features from the sentiment
analysis of the text. The scope of this type of economic
prediction has many potential applications both in further
academic and econometric research to more direct finan-
cial and market orientated ones. While there is large scope
for future work on using sentiment of big WWW text data
for economic predictions, we believe the research we have
reported in this paper is a step forward in the literature in
this area.
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